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Harlow Collection

Harlow Entertainment & 
Occasional I3093

COCKTAIL TABLE
I3093-9100-SDL - 52W x 18H x 26D

FEATURES: 1 drawer, faux stone finish top

SOFA TABLE
I3093-9150-SDL - 72W x 30H x 18D

FEATURES: 2 drawers, faux stone finish top

96" CONSOLE
I3093-296-SDL - 96W x 32H x 18D

FEATURES: 4 doors, fixed shelves, faux stone finish top, cord management

84" CONSOLE
I3093-284-SDL - 84W x 32H x 18D

FEATURES: 4 doors, fixed shelves, faux stone finish top, cord management

STORAGE CABINET
I3093-9159-SDL - 42W x 84H x 18D
FEATURES: 2 doors, 3 fixed shelves

END TABLE
I3093-9140-SDL - 24W x 24H x 26D

FEATURES: 1 drawer, faux stone finish top

CHAIRSIDE TABLE
I3093-9130-SDL - 18W x 24H x 24D

FEATURES: 1 drawer, faux stone finish top



Please note some color variations of our furniture finishes and fabrics are 
possible due to room lighting. Please use as a reference only.

LEARN MORE
Scan the QR code and click on 
the link to see more images and 
information on this aspenhome® 
furniture collection.

Perfectly Imperfect
The charm of this handcrafted collection lies within 
the “perfectly imperfect” variations of the natural 
materials and finishing techniques. Natural variations 
may continue to develop, adding more character to 
this one-of-a-kind creation.

The Harlow Collection
Harlow offers a unique blend of rustic 
contemporary and industrial design, combining 
practical faux stone finish tops and clean shapes 
with just the right finishing touches to provide 
handcrafted elegance. The saddle finish is warm 
and rustic harmonizing with a deeper hued grey  
on the tops and hardware.

Trouble scanning? Visit qrco.de/beltJJ

Features

Finish and Hardware

Saddle Finish 
with Metal Hardware

Rustic Finish Faux Stone Finish Tops

Metal Hardware Generous Storage

96" Console
I3093-296-SDL

Cocktail Table
I3093-9100-SDL

End Table
I3093-9140-SDL

Storage Cabinet
I3093-9159-SDL
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